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Abstract

Some individuals with severe and enduring anorexia nervosa experience dramatically degraded quality of life in the face of refractory illness and compulsive treatment. We propose a palliative care (PC) model for this group of patients that aims to support their unique goals of care, improve social-professional function, reduce physical suffering, and honor the whole person. Far from representing a pre-hospice model, a PC model for those with severe and enduring anorexia nervosa instead provides an alternative to current practices in hopes of meaningfully improving quality of life and outcomes.

Severe and Enduring Anorexia Nervosa

Among patients with anorexia nervosa (AN), a well-recognized subset with severe and enduring anorexia nervosa (SE-AN), comprising approximately 20% of patients with AN, suffer from disease states refractory to classic treatment modalities and have high disease-specific mortality risk.1,2,3 Many of these patients experience multiple comorbidities and poor quality of life.4 Some die of complications of their illness.5,6 Consequently, experts have suggested (and debated) the appropriateness of palliative care (PC) for patients with SE-AN.7,8,9 To date, however, discussions on defining PC models for these patients have been limited. Trachsel and colleagues eloquently described this deficit of PC models for psychiatric disease as the “loud silence.”10 Based on a literature review and our clinical experiences, we address this silence by proposing a clinical framework for a palliative approach to care of patients with SE-AN.

A Narrow Approach to PC for SE-AN

As its primary aim, PC prioritizes quality of life and the prevention and relief of suffering. No longer relegated to end-of-life care, PC has become an important upstream intervention for highly burdensome illnesses and can be applied alongside curative-intent therapies. The mainstay of PC is an interdisciplinary, whole-person therapeutic assessment and care plan that emphasizes physical, social, emotional, spiritual, and relational health. PC elevates the therapeutic alliance, compassionate witnessing, and quality of life as a care constellation. When aptly applied, PC improves quality of life, caregiver burden, and end-of-life care outcomes and decreases acute care utilization and care costs.11,12
Multiple reports on SE-AN demonstrate that palliative approaches can reduce suffering, increase independence, and improve quality of life.\textsuperscript{1,7,13,14,15,16,17,18} Several authors have attempted to identify which SE-AN patients would benefit from PC approaches. Lopez et al suggested criteria such as lack of sustained treatment response, physical and psychological decline, and an inexorable course.\textsuperscript{7} Relatedly, but focusing on patients specifically receiving end-of-life care, Gaudiani et al and Yager et al recently proposed the following criteria for terminal AN: (1) a diagnosis of AN; (2) age 30 or older; (3) prior persistent engagement in high-quality, multidisciplinary eating disorder care; and (4) consistent, clear expression on the part of the patient (or surrogate) that they understand further treatment to be futile, choose to stop trying to prolong life, and accept that death will be the natural outcome.\textsuperscript{18,19} These criteria are well-reasoned steps for identifying a target population that might benefit from PC, but inherent to these criteria is a terminal prognosis, with the expectation that PC will ease suffering in the dying process. We suggest instead that a successful PC model can be extricated from end-of-life care and applied to the SE-AN population regardless of prognostic outlook.

Broadly speaking, we imagine a new application of PC for those with SE-AN, including those who meet the criteria of Lopez et al and of Gaudiani et al and Yager et al. Historically, this group of patients has been marginalized by outpatient practitioners who feel uneasy acquiescing to disease progression. A PC model, by contrast, warmly embraces the lived experience of these brave individuals regardless of their past or future therapeutic outcomes. By honoring the therapeutic alliance, this model seeks to improve quality of life and, potentially, survival. Toward this end, practitioners would benefit from the delineation of a PC model distinct from curative, disease-modifying, function-centered, and harm-reduction approaches.\textsuperscript{10,18,20}

### A New Model of PC for SE-AN

An evolving consensus in the literature suggests that a PC model for AN is ethically appropriate for patients whose disease has been recalcitrant to curative and harm reduction approaches.\textsuperscript{1,7,13,14,15,16,17,18} Wonderlich et al note common themes in palliative approaches to SE-AN, including team engagement, emphasis on quality of life, and avoidance of physically harmful and compulsory treatments.\textsuperscript{17} Consistent with these themes, Williams et al have developed a program focused on multidisciplinary, goal-focused, psychosocial care with pre-negotiated and patient-centered triggers for medical and psychiatric care.\textsuperscript{15}

Our proposed model has 4 key structural components: establishment of goal-concordant care, coordination of an interdisciplinary team, a focus on suffering mitigation, and—for a small subset of individuals—preparation for dying. This PC approach supports disease recovery, clinical equilibrium, or a peaceful dying process as equally acceptable as long as the outcome is aligned with the patient’s goals.

**Establishing goal concordance.** A PC approach is founded on goal concordance between a patient and her treating team. Insofar as identity, core values, and aspirations of joy and tolerance of suffering vary significantly among individuals, a PC approach elicits these foundational perspectives from the patient and shapes the care plan care in accordance with them. To establish a therapeutic program, a goals-of-care (GOC) conversation is a critical first step. The PC team asks the patient—not the medical team—to determine how medical care can serve her. GOC are mutable and are revisited over the course of patients’ experience of illness as their disease changes. For example, the GOC at the outset of PC may be to maintain and strengthen social relationships. As
the disease progresses, GOC may shift toward excellent symptom control and maintenance of autonomy. If the disease progresses toward increased debility and limited life expectancy, so, too, may goals shift toward legacy preservation, spiritual wholeness, and a peaceful death. The PC team works to adapt medical care to these goals as they change, providing compassionate and nonjudgmental support throughout the disease course. Key to goal concordance is non-compulsory care, with patients’ own perspectives guiding the care plan insofar as patients retain decision-making capacity. It is recognized, however, that neuropsychiatric changes related to severe caloric restriction may alter a patient’s capacity for making care decisions, and, in some cases, a thorough clinical assessment of capacity may be necessary. However, it is our clinical experience that though some patients vacillate in their intentions, most patients persist in their intention to forego further treatment at higher levels of care while continuing to seek a life that brings them joy and connection. For vacillating patients, ongoing discussions and motivational assessments are in order, and palliative plans should not be instituted until greater clarity and consistency of purpose is achieved. It should be noted that receiving PC does not close the door to future full recovery-oriented care or goals. Patients may willingly undertake a higher level of care and pursue a fuller recovery at any time, although those interventions are not compulsorily enacted.

**Interdisciplinary cooperation.** Our PC model for SE-AN requires multiple practitioners with varied expertise. The medical team consists of an eating disorder specialist, a PC practitioner, and interdisciplinary team members, who may include spiritual care practitioners, dieticians, psychologists, and registered nurse care managers. The team communicates consistently to discuss the care plan and adjust interventions to meet changing goals.

Within the medical team, PC specialists and eating disorder specialists play key roles. PC specialists support and help clarify patients’ goals in alignment with their changing state of illness and manage symptoms to enable meaningful improvements in quality of life to be achieved. If a patient declines to the point of requiring end-of-life care, PC specialists may assume primary responsibility for overall medical care. Eating disorder specialists help guide therapeutic programs that allow patients to maintain their goals. If a patient’s goals focus on maintaining function (eg, being able to work or having enough energy to exercise), a nutrition plan to maintain those goals is established. If a patient’s goals focus more on relief of suffering, non-interventionist, supportive, and therapeutic witness programs are established. We emphasize that a PC model for SE-AN entails a collaborative therapeutic effort among PC and eating disorder specialists and that medical care of these individuals is a shared responsibility.

A wide range of interdisciplinary team members is critical for our model. Existential and spiritual care practitioners work with patients to find sources of purpose and meaning. Mental health practitioners help patients deal with depression, family and social dynamics, and feelings of negative self-worth.21 Nurse care managers coordinate team resources and communicate care plans across institutions and care settings.15 Dieticians help patients reorient their food choices with an eye to taste, pleasure, satisfaction, and desired energy. The interdisciplinary team provides frequent-touch, nonjudgmental relationships, thereby helping to maintain and grow the therapeutic alliance.

Other resources, where available, might include creative therapy practitioners, physical therapists, and integrative practitioners. The practicalities of implementing
interdisciplinary care by groups of busy and geographically dispersed practitioners can be challenging. Fortunately, treatment plan coordination and clinical cohesion can be achieved through regular video conferencing among team members.

**Mitigating suffering.** Relief of suffering is often critical for patients living with SE-AN. A PC approach seeks to both diminish current suffering and avoid future sources of suffering, including repeated exposure to retraumatizing violations of autonomy and bodily integrity. Current curative and harm-reduction models often consider the tolerability of interventions to be less important than life extension or symptomatic improvement. PC models invert this hierarchy by privileging the acceptability of interventions over their effects on disease trajectory. In cases in which benefits of acceptable interventions outweigh risks, medication management may address pain, anxiety, nausea, depression, and constipation. Simultaneously, intolerable compulsory interventions are avoided and replaced by compassionate witnessing and therapeutic alliance. Yager notes that “high degrees of interpersonal attunement, empathic holding, and nonjudgmental positive regard” can reduce patients’ existential fear and provide affirmation and validation.

**Death and dying.** If a patient’s goals align with achieving a peaceful death from progression of their disease, the PC team helps develop an end-of-life care plan. Elements of a “good death,” defined by patients and their loved ones, may include maintenance of dignity, legacy preservation, sharing love and forgiveness, and relief from pain and fear. In SE-AN, dying may be complicated by unresolved intrapsychic conflicts, interpersonal disputes, requests for forgiveness, regrets, and other emotionally difficult communications. In these instances, the mental health specialist, together with other team members who are closest to the patient and family members, can help achieve emotional repair. As a patient’s illness progresses to terminal decline, hospice services may provide wrap-around comprehensive support for the dying process. In this model, death as a natural outcome in terminal illness is positively and deliberately incorporated in the care plan rather than being shunned or avoided. After the patient’s death, care turns towards providing bereavement support to surviving loved ones.

**Conclusion**
A PC model for the care of individuals with SE-AN does not presently exist, but it should. Our model provides a pragmatic, responsive solution to calls by experienced clinicians and patients themselves to serve those with SE-AN better and differently in hopes of improving their quality of life, as it represents a new care option alongside the harm-reduction and full recovery models. Our PC model for those with SE-AN must be understood as separate from a hospice model—in other words, not limited to the pre-hospice stage—but rather as a novel and positive support system. When patients feel this is the kind of care that best fits their values and they demonstrate clear and verifiable decision-making capacity, a PC approach should be considered.

While proposing core components of a PC approach for patients with SE-AN, we respectfully note that passionate, intelligent, and ethically robust debate exists concerning acceptance of life-limiting trajectories for some SE-AN patients. Practitioners must be cautious about using the imprecise label of terminality, however. Using a definition of “terminal anorexia” as justification for truncating or otherwise denying disease-focused care when a patient desires it is unequivocally unethical. A PC model can be applied when the patient and her care team feel it would align with dignity and person-focused care and when curative or harm-reduction models have been
harmful or exhausted. In this way, our model does not discourage a patient from seeking curative-intent or harm reducing care, nor would it deny her the opportunity if such care aligns with her goals. We therefore contend that a palliative paradigm can exist alongside, rather than in opposition to, curative-intent and harm reduction modalities. In circumstances when conflicts arise between harm-reduction recommendations for compulsory care and palliative recommendations for autonomy preservation, revisiting a GOC conversation can help clarify and unify treatment intent.

Our hope is that acceptance of this model will lead to cross-pollination of eating disorder expertise in the PC community and PC expertise in the eating disorder community. We anticipate that the majority of PC care would take place in the outpatient setting, but it is intriguing to imagine PC-focused residential eating disorder programs that would foster voluntary admissions for respite care. These programs might involve a short admission for supportive care on terms the patient sets, such as arresting eating disorder behaviors such that they are easier to resist following discharge; getting social support from peers; and receiving more intensive support during a challenging time in life. A similar model for patients with AN has proven quite effective.27

Future investigations should enroll selected patients in pilot studies to assess relevant outcomes. Measures of model viability might include subjective suffering analyses, quality-of-life indices, and time toxicity, a metric assessing the burden of health care interactions for a defined population.28 We hope that such data will further support the formal establishment of PC as a life-affirming, compassionate, novel, and positive treatment paradigm for patients with SE-AN.
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